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About This Game

MAIN STORY

Four friends are thrown into an uncertain world! They want to find their friend who was stolen from them but are met with
resistance and the politics of a large new world. Their decisions will shape the locals’ opinions and affect the world around them.

To save themselves and their friend what lengths will they go to? What can really be justified for the greater good? What
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decision will you make to guide this group of friends on this path? Old ways and new rules govern this world. A living world full
of thieves, beggar kings, and dangerous things.

A deep universe with multiple nations, the world of Mörja is the setting in which four friends, Jason, Sophie, Jerome, and Alex,
must find their way through an unknown world to save their friend Derek. Mörja is filled with kingdoms, empires, villains,
monsters and more. A New Fire's open world epic story-line and developed characters create a deeply engaging game that is

must own for any JRPG fans who desire an open world environment.

FEATURES WILL INCLUDE

*Unique dialogue for each quest, with a robust main story line! You will encounter quests with choices that will
directly affect the outcome. Unique character development and interpersonal relationships between the main
characters and locals in the world!

*A large land to explore with hidden mysteries and unique locals. Discover long-lost tribes and magical crypts.
Battle at the mountains or explore the city. Uncover lore that goes back thousands of years. Discover what has
been hidden away from society for generations or return an ancient relic to a family who has forgotten their
past.

*Unique character and creature art! All custom drawn by our art team. Over 250 creatures and even more
characters. Unique art styles that are created with passion and that have a connection with each character and
creature.

*Morality Quests, Bounty Quests, Mystery Quests, Class Quests, Title Quests, puzzles and more! Engaging,
thought-provoking dialogue against the backdrop of a fun and humorous narrative!

*A unique, customizable skill system with specialties for each class and the ability for combining scrolls to
create new spells! Over 100 skills, spells, and combat forms!

*5 Starting classes with 2 specializations per class! Will you choose to wield the voids power or channel the
spectral magic?
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*A crafting system that is straightforward yet fun! With the option of adding sockets and augments to weapons
and armor!

To our friends and players...

This game has been brought together by a dedicated small team working overtime to create a story and a world we believe you
will enjoy! Please stick with us through this process of growing this world with your input. We value your input and welcome

your opinions. Please send a message to our community manager.
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Title: The Ember Saga: A New Fire
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
FCG
Publisher:
Forthright Entertainment, LLC
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsR 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1104x624 or better Display

English
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The trading cards is the only thing thats worth getting the game. Lots of good things to say about this game, but they've already
been covered. I'm giving this game a thumbs-up, but I'm focusing on the negatives in hope that some of these things can be
improved.

1) The targeting cursor is difficult to see - especially in brightly-lit areas, and while the cursor is moving. This is probably the
most important issue. If the targeting cursor was outlined in black - or customizable in the settings - it would be an
improvement.

2) The zoom is problematic. I like being able to use the mouse-wheel to zoom - but I do NOT like the game automatically
adjusting the zoom when I'm close to certain objects. If I'm running from several enemies, I don't want them to suddenly be out
of my vision range just because I walked too close to a tree, or behind an obstacle. Other games manage this by keeping the
zoom constant, and making players \/ enemies visible through the obstruction as an outline or shadow.

Also, the maximum zoom-out needs to be increased. The player should never have to "blink" to an off-screen location, and hope
for the best.

3) I haven't been playing the game for long, but many of the early upgades border on useless. The only one of value seems to be
the shotgun. This may change as I play longer, of course.

4) There's no noticable notification when my character reaches a new level. Even once in a while I'll check, and discover that
I've gone up two or three levels without realizing it.

5) The "enemy locator" at the bottom-left of the screen borders on useless. The red dots indicating enemies are barely noticable.
I've been playing the game for an hour or so, and I just noticed the dots. Given the limited vision range in the game, a system
like this is useful - but it needs to be improved.

==============

Again - this is a good game, and it has a LOT going for it. I'm just pointing out a few of the negatives in hopes that some of
them are addressed in future patches.. fast and fun! good!
This game is hard, but it is good to improve own skills for aim in FPS.. Warning I am speaking from a point of view of hat uses
RPG Maker. while learning how to use the software I came across Echo's Youtube channel and she was very helpful. When I
saw that Gaia's Melody was on Steam I just had to get it. At $10.99 I was sure it woul haven't got far but It is definitely story
rich but not to much. There was some bugs at first but as far as I know they are fixed. Great Job Echo I look forward to play
more of your game. And thank you for your help teaching how to use RPG Maker. NOT Hard game at all. not addicting at all,
only option for multiplayer is LAN game is straight forward, no brains required to learn to play. no learning curve.
My first match on normal against 2 Normal DIff AI, i won i 15min, this game is a joke.
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Approximately how long will this game be in Early Access?
“We estimate that Escape Machines will be in Early Access for around 6 months approximately.”

Release date: 14 Apr, 2015.. Wonderful music, amazing visuals, touching story. This game should be a point of reference for all
art games, both on mobile platforms and regular gaming systems.
More than a game, it's a life experience. Completing this game is something you will never forget.
Cosmic friends forever.. Strange way to say ARPG more just action without RPG. Take a game like crimsonland or nation red
remove all of the guns and put in melee only wepons and you have this game.
Not what i was expecting when i bought it looked more like a classic point & click rpg from screen shots but it isn't and don't be
fooled by that.
Now with that said, even if it isn't what i expected it's still a decent game good enough for few hours of pass time.
Based on unity engine, but actually runs well for that. I was hitting like 550 fps in combat lol so graphicly not intensive, so
should run well on even older and low end systems.
Gameplay, it's just a survival game (waves of enemies over and over) with melee and char levels got items to buy levels to gain
thats pretty much it. Very thin and very basic game.

I give it 6\/10, its ok but nothing new we havn't seen in past 10 years. Same damn zombie waves survival game.
The industry really needs to move away from zombies, only reason the gaming market became so saturated with zombie games
is because of the walking dead tv show which is old and slowly being forgotton.
i recommend the game but only if you like a game like this......ZOMBIE SPAM meh........ Enough people have already pointed
out the pros and cons to this game, so I'm not gonna repeat folks or beat around the bush or anything. There's enough of
that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665already.

I personally cannot keep my hands off of any tycoon that passes through my line of sight. I really owe this addiction to the
SimCity series. AdvertCity is no exception. However, like the latest installment of the SimCity bloodline, I'm finding my self
wanting so much more, yet at the same time constantly coming back and playing over and over again. Even when I look at this
game in a critical point of view, I find it so darn charming that I wish I could dance with it at the royal ball and then at midnight
loose my glass slipper so it can call me up the next morning and take me out to sunday brunch. It really is that good of a concept,
and I agree with the developers with their choice of forcing the player into the world with no prior information on how to do
anything. Yes, at first it is frustrating to be plopped in the middle of an endless city without remembering how you got there or
what in God's holy name you are even doing there, but once you figure it all out, it's a wonderful feeling.

I suddenly hear you muttering to yourself, "But the UI is worthless garbage, it's inexcusable and sloppy..."

"Yes," I say, "but one of the parts of the game that I found enjoyable was trying to find out how to use it and creat an efficient
method to the madness that is this diabolical city."

You then return fire with "But the game is so grindy and grinding is stupid."

I then furrow my eyebrows and say "It's a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing tycoon game. One way or another, there will be
grinding. It's inevitable with these types of games. Atleast, I think so."

"It's 20 dollars," you say flatly.

Good point.

But even though I am 20 bucks poorer, I don't feel that dissapointed. Maybe that's because I am easily amused, or maybe it's
because I have hope for this game and more like it.

All in all, I do reccomend this game to those who are largely interested in tycoon gaming. If only the game was like 15 bucks
cheaper, then would I think that people would be more accepting and more willing to try it for themselves. But hey, if you got
20 big bucks that you are willing to squander, then by all means, knock yourself out.. Another abandoned indie early access
game.. Puzzler World is not ground breaking, it doesn't look spectacular and the music is a bit annoying but if you are just
looking for some classic puzzles then you can't go wrong with this game. What the game gives you that the magazine does not
are of useful hints when you need them, but only if you have enough hint tokens that are earned through completing puzzles.
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You also get way more puzzles than would fit in a magazine and if you pick it up on sale it will cost less than one too.

If you are expecting an innovative masterpiece that will challenge you then you can give this a pass, if you want something to
waste a few minutes now and then to keep your mind engaged then I can recommend this game to you.. The game is kinda nice,
but it opens a console with an error message everytime I start it. If I close it, the game closes. I can go on if I leave the console
open, but after a little while the commands don`t respond anymore. I searched for people with the same problem on the forums,
and though there are many with the same problem, there seem to be no solution.
A shame :/

UPDATE: The game had an update last week. I went to play full of hope, but old saves don't work anymore. And the commands
still stop responding as before... I give up -_-'. If you have fond memories of old RPGs such as Wizardry, Might and Might 1, or
Bard's Tale, this may be the game for you. I bought and finished this game within the past week with the 20 hours played that
you see here and it brought back some great memories of playing those old games. The game plays the most like the original
Might and Magic and Bard's Tale 1. You create a party of 6 adventurers and you need to go back to an Inn to rest and also visit a
Trainer to level up. It does have a reasonable automap feature that automatically annotates important locations for you.

Like many of the old rpgs, the first few levels are the toughest and if you understand the game system and know how to use your
abilities and spells it gets easier as the game goes on. I thoroughly enjoyed this game but my only warning is this game may not
make as much sense to people who did not grow up playing games like Bard's Tale and Might and Magic in the 80's.
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